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Summary

Richard Fateman, one of the authors of Macsyma / Maxima and in more than one respect
one of the founding fathers of computer algebra and doing mathematics on the computer,
gave a review in 1992 of Mathematica 2. Around 2002 he stated “I think a careful
reading shows that the broad comments are still valid.” In 2009 it may be useful to check
on Mathematica 7. The 1992 review is copied here section by section with the Foxit
Snapshot and each section is pasted into Mathematica and discussed so that we can see
interactively what has been changed and what is the same, and what are general issues in
computer algebra. Since Fateman’s review takes 33 pages, we limit this review of his
review to the first 12 pages. This already gives a wealth of insight. Conclusions are: (1)
that Fateman provides a highly valuable review of Mathematica 2 and general points in
computer algebra, still relevant for Mathematica 7, (2) that some points may be a bit
overdone but most points are on target, (3) that Mathematica 7 has taken advantage of
Fateman’s discussion, and was and is a great achievement, (4) that computer algebra is an
art that is not self-evident and (5) that science and education are served with an open
source computer algebra system of similar quality as Mathematica.
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Note

This paper is best understood in the context of my book Colignatus (2009a)“Elegance
with
Substance”
on
mathematics
education
see
http://www.dataweb.nl/~cool/Papers/Math/Index.html - and the paper
Colignatus
(2009b) “Towards Mathix / Math-x, a computer algebra language that can create its own
operating system” - see http://www.dataweb.nl/~cool/Papers/Math/2009-08-19-Mathx.pdf (or html).
This document has been created in Mathematica 7. This program allows the inclusion of
hypertext (clickable but hidden links) and to print / save as PDF but those PDF (either
created directly or via printing via PrimoPDF) apparently have the links removed (or they
are not shown in Foxit). It is an option to save from Mathematica in HTML format, but,
curiously, such a file comes as a collection of files and links and not as a single file
whence it is not easily transportable. It also defines a fixed style sheet so that it is no
longer possible to change the display text size. It is defeat, but it remains the best
approach to include all links verbatim.
Taking snapshots in Foxit, I took the standard resolution which appears to be too low for
this exercise. It looked OK while editting in Mathematica but now printing to PDF it
appears not OK. I should have tested this with a few snapshots. It will be tedious to take
all those snapshots again ... Printing with PrimoPDF caused rather ugly images. Saving to
RTF caused Mathematica to collapse (likely since there are input cells with (deliberate)
syntax errors). But Save As PDF works. If you use the magnifying glass a bit then you
can read fairly well. The advantage of a lower resolution of the snapshots is that the file is
not as large.

Introduction
A conclusion of the paper on Mathix / Math-x is: “The major consequence is that we
must try to settle on a computer algebra language (syntax). We have syntax of
Mathematica, Maple, Maxima, Python, Axiom and Haskell. The best must be selected,
which gives the CAL [Computer Algebra Language] to be made. One relevant idea is that
the existing CAs can be ported to CAL.” Looking for a proper CAL name I settled on
Bhaskara, the inventor of the zero and proper positional system for numbers (in the
Indian-Arabian-European line).
I have only hands-on experience with Mathematica (and Algol, Pascal and Fortran). I am
in favour of using “=” for identity / equality, “:=” for direct assignment and “=:” for
delayed / lazy assignment, while Mathematica uses “==” for identity / equality, “=” for
direct assignment and “:=” for delayed / lazy assignment. For me, [a, b, c] can be an
ordered list and {a, b, c} an unordered list, while Mathematica uses the last for both
though with different Attributes. Thus I am not hung up on the Mathematica language
(with the distinction between the language and the executable). I am in favour of adequate
conversion from the Mathematica language to Bhaskara (the CAL to be made).
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I have only hands-on experience with Mathematica (and Algol, Pascal and Fortran). I am
in favour of using “=” for identity / equality, “:=” for direct assignment and “=:” for
delayed / lazy assignment, while Mathematica uses “==” for identity / equality, “=” for
direct assignment and “:=” for delayed / lazy assignment. For me, [a, b, c] can be an
ordered list and {a, b, c} an unordered list, while Mathematica uses the last for both
though with different Attributes. Thus I am not hung up on the Mathematica language
(with the distinction between the language and the executable). I am in favour of adequate
conversion from the Mathematica language to Bhaskara (the CAL to be made).
Given my background and given the goal of arriving at a new computer algebra language,
it seems a good idea that I comment on Richard Fateman (1992) “Review of
Mathematica” - http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~fateman/papers/mma.review.pdf. Fateman
is one of the creators of Macsyma (Maxima’s precursor) and thus one of the founding
fathers of computer algebra. Macsyma indeed is a source of inspiration of Mathematica
itself, see e.g. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symbolic_Manipulation_Program. On his
website (page retrieved 2009-8-17) he states (undated, likely after 2002):
“A serious critique of Mathematica appears in Review of Mathematica from the J. of
Symbolic Computation (13, no. 5, May 1992) in PDF form. Although it is now a decade
old (and is a review of a computer program that continues to evolve), I think a careful
reading shows that the broad comments are still valid.”
Thus, reviewing in 2009 for Mathematica 7 what still might be the portent of Fateman’s
1992 Review of Mathematica 2 will help to clarify some conditions for Bhaskara, the
CAL to be made.
PM. Advised reading from Fateman’s website are:
æ
2001
criticism
of
the
OpenMath
project
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~fateman/papers/openmathcrit.pdf. For example “The fact
that binding, evaluation, substitution and related concepts have been so mangled by
computer algebra systems (for example Maple and Mathematica) should have served as
object lessons to the OpenMath designers. Instead of standing on the shoulders of those
who have gone before, we are standing on their toes.”
æ 2000 Software Fault Prevention by Language Choice: Why C is Not my Favorite
Language http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~fateman/papers/software.pdf
æ1999
Problem
Solving
Environments
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~fateman/papers/pse.pdf

and

Symbolic

Computation

æ1996-99
Symbolic
Mathematics
System
Evaluators
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~fateman/papers/eval.ps. “Providing a context for “all
mathematics” without mak-ing that unambiguous underpinning explicit is a recipe that
ultimately leads to dissatisfaction for sophisticated users.” and “Perhaps if there is a
lesson to be learned from the activ-ity of the last few decades, it is this: For computer
scientists to provide at one fell swoop a natural notation and evalua-tion scheme for all
mathematicians and mathematics is both overly ambitious and unnecessary.”
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We will proceed by photographing the relevant sections in Foxit and discuss these.

This hasn’t changed fundamentally. Now included are links to the web and other
programs, special procedures for fast processing of data and parallel computing, and
more sound and interactivity (see the Demonstrations internet page).

It still is interesting, especially when we compare it to what is available elsewhere. Main
commercial competitors are likely Maple and Scientific Workplace.
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Apparently there was a jungle around 1990 as well, with a survival of the fittest since
then. But fitness may not be defined in the most convincing intellectual manner.

This is accurate as it is but it likely misjudges the intentions by the author. Wolfram
(1991) is already thick as it is and in my opinion it is a splendid book that clearly outlines
what can be done and how to use the system. Apart from the discussion on quality below.
There is a distinction between academic publishing and user friendliness. Many users of
Mathematica may never have a need for a Risch algorithm and thus there is limited need
to discuss it. People interested in the history of computer algebra can always ask a CA
professor and people interested in the Risch algorithm can always ask WRI support or
some mathematician. Clearly, for the CAL to be designed we want a structure that such
documentation is basically open source.

There is a distinction between academic publishing and user friendliness. Many users of
Mathematica may never have a need for a Risch algorithm and thus there is limited need7
2009-08-25-ReviewFateman-2.nb
to discuss it. People interested in the history of computer algebra can always ask a CA
professor and people interested in the Risch algorithm can always ask WRI support or
some mathematician. Clearly, for the CAL to be designed we want a structure that such
documentation is basically open source.
Currently
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/RischAlgorithm.html
and
http://reference.wolfram.com/mathematica/note/SomeNotesOnInternalImplementation.ht
ml with the statement “For indefinite integrals, an extended version of the Risch
algorithm is used whenever both the integrand and integral can be expressed in terms of
elementary functions, exponential integral functions, polylogarithms and other related
functions.” Clearly this is not fully explicit.

This piece of history is indeed difficult for me to judge. I started using Mathematica in
1993, indeed on a PC, and have had no experience with the other systems mentioned.
What I have seen of Macsyma / Maxima is only a short look at the manual to taste the
syntax. What is a bit surprising is that the commercial version of Macsyma (still at
http://symbolics.com/Macsyma-1.htm) has had the same access to all these resources and
did not manage to create the same impact as Mathematica. Would it only be marketing ?
There seems to be something in this amalgam called Mathematica that creates a sense of
unity and power that causes its success. A limited success though, since WRI did not
proceed to replace Microsoft.
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This is indeed a sound representation of the stated goals of Mathematica, still basically
true for 2009, and still basically what we would like to see for Bhaskara (an open source
CAL to be developed).
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This "selection of mathematical expession" now is provided for by "Palettes" with
"Placeholders" where variables or other input can be entered. Current Mathematica
allows a wide range of 2D editting. The criteria of "intuitiveness" and "user-visibility" are
still essential. Note that interactivity was a great selling point in 1990, and we still want it,
but now compilation returns into attention again.
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In Mathematica 7 there is still the distinction between front-end and kernel, though the
separate window for the kernel has disappeared. There are commands for parallel
computing using the dual cores. I am not familiar with the implications for performance.

The (interactive) notebook was probably the key attraction of Mathematica and the
foundation of its success (next to sticking to a good mathematical syntax). The expression
"suppressing details of display" is important. The user types a + b and this shows on the
input line as a + b (in canonical alphabetical order) but FullForm[a + b] shows that the
internal implementation is Plus[a, b]. For output there are three standard formats,
OutputForm, StandardForm and TraditionalForm. In fact there are lots of Forms:
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? *Form

System`
AccountingFor
m

FortranForm

PaddedForm

SpaceForm

BaseForm

FullForm

ParentForm

StandardForm

BlankForm

HoldForm

PointForm

StringForm

BoxForm

HorizontalForm

PolynomialFor
m

StyleForm

CapForm

HornerForm

PrecedenceF
orm

SyntaxForm

CForm

InputForm

PrintForm

TableForm

ColonForm

JoinForm

PromptForm

TeXForm

ColumnForm

LineForm

RealBlockDia
gonalForm

TextForm

DisplayForm

LongForm

RecurringDigit
sForm

TraditionalForm

EdgeForm

MathMLForm

RuleForm

TreeForm

EngineeringFo
rm

MatrixForm

ScientificForm

ValueForm

FaceForm

NumberForm

SequenceForm

VerticalForm

OutputForm

ShowShortBo
xForm

FontForm

I don't know the other programs referred to but Mathematica now allows interactive
typesetting with placeholders. Animation and rotation now seem standard, with a
Manipulate command that creates Java like applications. The pencil-and-paper interaction
may still be an issue. At least Mathematica now has a Drawing tool, a bit like Paint. The
advantage is that it is available within the Mathematica environment, so that you can
consider to do more with it than only drawing and rotating.
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There is a TeXForm now. Mathematica can save in LATEX and Import[file,
"NotebookObject"] generates the notebook again. Mathematica now is a powerhouse in
translating all kinds of file formats.
Hold@Integrate@Sqrt@xD, xDD
HoldBà

x â xF

TeXForm@%D
\text{Hold}\left[\int \sqrt{x} \, dx\right]

This is important to always keep in mind. For example, Expand[(a + b)(c + d)] will show
the
result
while
the
Algebrator
(of
http://www.softmath.com/Polynomial_long_division.htm) will show all intermediate
steps (and explanations if clicked). Mathematica's TracePrint allows to see "intermediate
steps" but these are not educational. Eventually, we can imagine that each defined
function has different kinds of execution, e.g. fast or with intermediate steps of selected
complexity.
Rather than this somewhat uninformative TracePrint some students would want a
command Teach:
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Expand@Ha + bL Hc + dLD  TracePrint
Expand@Ha + bL Hc + dLD
Expand

Ha + bL Hc + dL
Times
a+b
Plus
a
b
c+d
Plus
c
d
ac+bc+ad +bd
ac+ad +bc+bd
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This is a very useful distinction. Mathematica would be like Common Lisp and of course
provide import & export (and executable links) to such specific applications.
Mathematica actually is like a next shell upon the operating system. It also depends how
“specific” an application is. Postscript is not only for printers but also for graphics, and
soon we are discussing formula editting again.

This is a very useful distinction. Mathematica would be like Common
Lisp and of course
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“specific” an application is. Postscript is not only for printers but also for graphics, and
soon we are discussing formula editting again.
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This is expressed sometimes that Mathematica is very useful for prototyping, i.e. trying
to find the right approach. Once the algorithm has been found then it can be ported to a
language that can be compiled (if its fast execution is critical). Current machines however
are fast so that compilation might not matter much. Documentation remains a problem.
WRI's has a Support Department that does a good job. I haven’t had occasion that
knowledge about a hidden system routine was performance critical, but I can imagine that
WRI provides such information on a need to know and confidential basis (since such use
can also give ideas for improvements). However, there is a good case for open source
software.

This is not quite true. This caused me to look in the Wolfram (1991) book again, with
nostalgic feelings, and check that $PreRead already existed. Since then, a separate
Notation package has been introduced with more flexibility to create your own syntax.
? $PreRead

$PreRead is a global variable whose value, if set,
is applied to the text or box form of every input
expression before it is fed to Mathematica. 
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That is true. It is an argument not to have too many programs around that perform the
various functions in different ways, but to stimulate the use of a single environment with
most flexibility but common methods that will be understood well.

Page 7

It
is
useful
to
quote
Niklaus
Wirth
http://www.inf.ethz.ch/personal/wirth/Articles/GoodIdeas_origFig.pdf

Anyhow,
a
1990
package
on
OO
http://library.wolfram.com/infocenter/MathSource/4455/ and
http://library.wolfram.com/infocenter/Articles/3243/

(2006)

programming
a 1993 package

is
is
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I find Mathematica's construction for Contexts and Packages one of its strong points. For
example, a Package creates a Context MyPack` that is exported and a Context
MyPack`Private` that hides variables that are not exported. This allows the use of similar
names (say, variable x) without fear that the values will get confused. The working
environment only gives the relevant routines that are exported and is not immersed in all
kinds of intermediates. For routine A[x] the true name is MyPack`A but since it is
exported it will show as A. Who investigates the definition of A by using ??A will see the
use of long names such as MyPack`Private`x. For that reason, I wrote a small routine
ShowPrivate that shows the short names. I put this routine in the package Cool`Context`,
and it is an idea to apply it to itself. PM. The routine is quite simple in its output layout
and does not reflect on the structure of routines; it might be an idea to access the
FrontEnd for that.

2009-08-25-ReviewFateman-2.nb

ShowPrivate@ShowPrivateD
Cool`Context`Private`

ShowPrivate@x_, item_:"", priv_:"Private`"D for x that can be of
Symbol or String Hnot HoldPattern@exprD or Literal@exprDL.
Checks whether there exists a private context, enters it,
evaluates, and leaves again. The intention is that Private
context heads are not shown in output. Alternative item is
"??", but it might also be "?" and priv might be "". If item =

"" HdefaultL then a list of Strings is put out. Obsolete: For x =
HoldPattern@exprD or Literal@exprD output is Information@exprD.
Attributes@ShowPrivateD = 8Protected<,
ShowPrivate@x_, item_:"", priv_:"Private`"D :=
Module@8y, h, allow, res<, allow = 8Symbol, String<;
h = Head@xD;
If@ !MemberQ@allow, hD, Message@ShowPrivate::notin, allowD;
Return@DD;
y = Context@xD;
If@Head@yD === Context, Message@ShowPrivate::nocon, ""D;
Return@DD;
If@StringPosition@y, "Private`"D =!= 8<, Message@ShowPrivate::alrprD;
If@priv =!= "", Message@ShowPrivate::par3DDD;
y = StringJoin@y, privD;
If@MemberQ@Contexts@D, yD, Print@yD;
Begin@yD;
res =
ShowPrivateServer@y, x, itemD;
End@D;
, Message@ShowPrivate::nocon, privD;
res =
ShowPrivateServer@h, x, itemD;
D;
TableForm@resDD
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Yes, you have to know how to use Contexts, and it is important to be aware that changing
Protected Symbols will affect their functioning. In this case I wrote a small set of
replacement rules that I can apply whenever needed. It may well be that I haven’t
included various rules that might be included but up to now it has served its purposes.
Log@a b ^ cD
logHa bc L

% . LogRule
logHaL + c logHbL
ShowPrivate@"LogRule"D
Cool`Tool`Private`

A list of rules to expand logarithms
LogRule = 8Log@Hx_LHy_LD -> Log@xD - Log@yD, Log@Hx__L*Hy_LD -> Log@xD + Log@yD, Log@Hx_L^Hy_
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That is basically true. It is not so that the system can do “everything”. The system does
what it does. Tinkering with it creates another system. Thus, in my book “A logic of
exceptions” http://www.dataweb.nl/~cool/Papers/ALOE/Index.html I gave a routine to
redefine the logical constants Not, And, Or and Implies from a two-valued to a threevalued logic. I have tested the effect only within the context of the book. As soon as is
clear what three-valued logic means, within that context, for logic as a subject, the user
has two choices: either turning three-valued logic off, and switching back to the system
definition, or experiment with how the redefition affects the system. It would be
inappropriate to assume that I would have tested the application of three-valued logic for
the whole of what Mathematica can do. Nowadays we are all familiar with the notion that
this is how such programs work, and there may be less a sense of “critique” as in 1990.

Yes, quite true. The construction of a good System thus is a delicate issue. If there is a
change that must be applied system-wide then one would need the source to adapt and
recompile.

20
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This is indeed the combination of FullForm and the extension of rules. Again, replacing
Log[a b] with the sum of parts is not necessarily a simplification since one might argue
that Log[a b] is simplest. Similarly ! and + have been defined and work within the
System. If you want something else to happen then you can define factorial or
myFactorial and plus or myPlus. Those own definitions will not affect the System, but if
you want that, and there is no adequate $PreRead, then you need the Mathematica source
code, adapt and recompile.

“Take affect when appropriate” is badly defined. One rule turns Log[a b] into the sum of
logs, but another rule does the converse, and if we apply both then nothing changes, or
when we apply them repeatedly then we get an infinite loop. The programmer needs to be
aware of the final effect and then group his rules such that that result arises. This is a
natural consequence of the concept of a replacement rule.

Quite true. This is what programming is about. The point is rather that without
Mathematica you actually would have to write your own Mathematica anyway, so that
the advantage of Mathematica is that you can try to profit as much as possible from its
environment, indeed by such replacement rules To and From.

Indeed, shadowing of names is to be avoided. It is better to use the CleanSlate` package
for garbage collection before loading the packages that you need. For this reason I wrote
my own ResetAll routine that either applies CleanSlate` or loads it. Debugging is always
an issue. Since Mathematica is so well structured (and I program rather structured)
debugging is less of a problem. One generally assumes that packages written by others
have been tested and are less relevant for debugging. Thus debugging concentrates on the
programs that you write yourself. But then you have a great flexibility of testing parts in
the Global` context. Indeed, the lengthy context names: see ShowPrivate above.
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for garbage collection before loading the packages that you need. For this reason I wrote
my own ResetAll routine that either applies CleanSlate` or loads it. Debugging is always
an issue. Since Mathematica is so well structured (and I program rather structured)
debugging is less of a problem. One generally assumes that packages written by others
have been tested and are less relevant for debugging. Thus debugging concentrates on the
programs that you write yourself. But then you have a great flexibility of testing parts in
the Global` context. Indeed, the lengthy context names: see ShowPrivate above.
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Scratchpad now is open source axiom, at http://www.axiom-developer.org.
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I discuss the use of brackets in my book “Elegance with Substance”
http://www.dataweb.nl/~cool/Papers/Math/Index.html. Students can have problems with
notation also with sin(x). As some textbooks give a(b + c) = ab + ac then sin(x) might
turn into sin x. Possibly the italics cause warning flags. In general I am greatly in favour
of the capitals for the system functions. Sin and Cos are names like John and Mary.
CompoundWords read better when the first letter is upper-case as well. Textbooks don’t
do so but they ought to adopt the practice. Not for the reason that you can define your
own sin and cos but for these other reasons. In my own programs my own function
definitions are also with CompoundWords. There is no need for distinction from System
functions while there is all the reason to have uniformity in reading syntax.
Also, we can imagine that the distinction between ( and [ was best for programming
parsers in 1990, or earlier indeed, but nowadays we can be a bit more ambitious. For
reading it is pleasant to have different brackets merely for bracketting. With y * [x - (a +
b)(a + c)] you can have an easier discussion with your students whether you start with the
round or the square brackets. Since the comma is a special case, it can be recognized as
an exception and we still can allow freedom of use, depending upon preferences or
readability, for (a, ..., b) = [a, ..., b] to represent an ordered list, and f(a, ..., b) = f[a, ..., b]
to be a “tagged ordered list” or function call. To prevent confusion about the single
valued function call f(a) = f[a] we only need to require that textbooks stop writing a(b +
c) = ab + ac and instead properly write a (b + c) = a b + a c with sufficient blanks
inserted.

parsers in 1990, or earlier indeed, but nowadays we can be a bit more ambitious. For
reading it is pleasant to have different brackets merely for bracketting.
With y * [x - (a +
22
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b)(a + c)] you can have an easier discussion with your students whether you start with the
round or the square brackets. Since the comma is a special case, it can be recognized as
an exception and we still can allow freedom of use, depending upon preferences or
readability, for (a, ..., b) = [a, ..., b] to represent an ordered list, and f(a, ..., b) = f[a, ..., b]
to be a “tagged ordered list” or function call. To prevent confusion about the single
valued function call f(a) = f[a] we only need to require that textbooks stop writing a(b +
c) = ab + ac and instead properly write a (b + c) = a b + a c with sufficient blanks
inserted.
Many programming languages have the convention to write function parm1 parm2 with
blanks instead of brackets function(parm1, parm2). This can better be discouraged. Those
languages can flourish in niches of specialised applications. It may allow for simple
parsing, without testing for brackets and commas. However, it is better to have a common
syntax, for readability, ease of learning, porting, integration of possible applications.
Thus it indeed would seem to be possible to write multiplication with blanks - though
retain x * y = x y since sometimes we need this expressiveness and flexibility.
PM. From Fateman (1990) I take the example of a! !b that should be multiplication a! *
!b but that still is parsed wrongly as (a!)! * b, given the “problem” that a!! is not repeated
factorial but a single Factorial2. One supposes that once a parsing error is made then this
becomes part of official syntax ...
a !  FullForm
Factorial@aD
a !!  FullForm
Factorial2@aD
!b
Øb
a! ! b

b Ha !L !

%  FullForm
Times@b, Factorial@Factorial@aDDD
Ha !L H! bL
a! Ø b

The use of // such that x // Sin = Sin[x] is inadvisable. See “Elegance with Substance” for
dynamic division such that x // x = 1 after simplification with the defined agreement that
this also holds for x = 0 (which is not the case for x / x).
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The use of // such that x // Sin = Sin[x] is inadvisable. See “Elegance with Substance” for
dynamic division such that x // x = 1 after simplification with the defined agreement that
this also holds for x = 0 (which is not the case for x / x).

I avoid this kind of syntax and only report that the bug still exists or is no bug.
Hold@a ++ * ++bD
Hold@a ++ ++bD
ReleaseHold@%D

Increment ::rvalue :
a is not a variable with a value , so its value cannot be changed . 
PreIncrement ::rvalue :
b is not a variable with a value , so its value cannot be changed . 
a ++ ++b

3 ! ++ a

Set ::write : Tag Factorial in 3! is Protected . 
6a

Physicists should not write 1 / 2Π when they mean 1 / (2 Π).

Well, these are different expressions. So type well. An accidental omission or inclusion
of a 0 in 1000 is neither easily caught. A check whether you have a driver’s license is not
the same as testing whether you will use it wisely today. Here, f[a; b] means that first a is
evaluated, then b and then f[b]. If b depends upon a then we get f[b[a]]. All this is syntax
and not an error of the syntax. If you are likely to make those errors or when it is critical
that you don’t make these errors, write a routine to catch you doing so. PM. When writing
a program, then sometimes it can be handy to use {a, ..., b} with commas as delimiters
instead of semicolons, since this allows you to see the intermediate evaluations. For
example:

of a 0 in 1000 is neither easily caught. A check whether you have a driver’s license is not
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f[a; b] means that first a is
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evaluated, then b and then f[b]. If b depends upon a then we get f[b[a]]. All this is syntax
and not an error of the syntax. If you are likely to make those errors or when it is critical
that you don’t make these errors, write a routine to catch you doing so. PM. When writing
a program, then sometimes it can be handy to use {a, ..., b} with commas as delimiters
instead of semicolons, since this allows you to see the intermediate evaluations. For
example:
88aa = 3  4 ^ 2; bb = Sqrt@aaD<, versus, 8aa = 3  4 ^ 2, bb = Sqrt@aaD<<
::

3
4

>, versus, :

3
16

,

3
4

>>

The argument is not that strong. My impression and experience is that it is pleasant to
have both blank or asterisk available to express multiplication, so that you are free to
choose depending upon the situation. For example y * [x - (a + b)(a + c)] as used above is
slightly smarter to use than y [x - (a + b)(a + c)] since the latter might almost be a
function call. But y * [x - (a + b) * (a + c)] is needlessly pedantic.

Sequence[a, ..., b] is an extremely useful object. As said, my suggestion is that (a, ..., b) =
[a, ..., b] is an ordered list, as distinct from unordered set {a, ..., b} and Sequence[a, ...,
b]. Mathematica currently however has (a, b) as undefined and requires that we change
the input.
Ha, bL

f  Ha, bL
f Ha, bL
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Sequence@a, bD
Sequence@a, bD

HSequence@a, bDL
Sequence@a, bD
@a, bD

@Sequence@a, bDD

8Sequence@a, bD<
8a, b<

Note that Sequence[a, ..., b] differs from [a, ..., b]. A sequence disappears into another
sequence but an ordered list remains an object.
8f@a, b, Sequence@c, dDD, versus, f@a, b, @c, dDD<
8 f Ha, b, c, dL, versus, f Ha, b, @ c, D dL<

Indeed f(0) is multiplication but we advised that this is avoided.
f H0L
0

While we do not Unprotect Factorial, Mathematica now recognizes Unequal and
automatically replaces it.
big ¹ bigfact
big ¹ bigfact

26
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Page 10

(Typing error: 10. ® 4 must have 5.) I wonder whether it really is an issue of white space
and not an issue of the decimal dot ... For example: Typing “1.2.3” used to be ambiguous
but now the input interface inserts a white space to show how it will be sparsed.
1.2

.3

0.36

While this of course gives the Dot operation:
a.b.c
a.b.c

% . Thread@8a, b, c< ® 81, 2, 3<D
1.2.3

But given the priority of symbols, the original interpretation still stands.
4  .4 ® 5
10. ® 5

It doesn’t seem much of a problem. We might use /* instead of /. but then a critique
might become that 4/*4®5 is sensitive to typing errors, as for example you might have
intended to type 4/2*4®5 and accidently omitted the 2.
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PM. This proposed rule cannot be accepted and we would have to use :> (delayed rule):
x_ - x_ := 0

SetDelayed ::write : Tag Plus in - x_ + x_ is Protected . 
$Failed

The other points still apply. The reason is that the expressions are taken to be formal
objects. As long as f and n are undefined then the evaluator might either return the same
expression (as unevaluated) or it can take the formal objects and conclude that Object Object gives 0. It is a choice. We can define Plus[Object, -Object] to generate 0 and
PlusAlt[Object, -Object] to remain as it is. A key point is to be aware of it. Actually, for
most applications the 0 answer will be most useful. But of course, these more exceptional
cases might cause a surprise if you have not been aware of them.
f@InfinityD - f@InfinityD
0

28
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Random@Integer, nD - Random@Integer, nD

Random::randn :
Range specification n in Random@Integer, nD is not a valid
number or pair of numbers . 
Random::randn :
Range specification n in Random@Integer, nD is not a valid
number or pair of numbers . 
0

Note the somewhat peculiar notation switch between input and output:
O@xD ^ 2
OIx2 M

Apparently this works OK:
O@xD ^ 2 - O@xD ^ 2
OIx2 M

Page 11

I wonder whether Scratchpad and Newspeak really solved the “problem” since it indeed
is a “deep” problem in the sense that there is the fundamental choice what to do with
undefined symbols.
In principle, all System symbols are defined so that one might formulate conditions on x_
- x_ :> 0 using what follows from the definition. The problem are the undefined symbols
that the user generates. Since all System and known package symbols generally are
Protected, I wrote the NonAttributedSymbols routine to find the user symbols - and using
this knowledge the user might introduce a $PreRead to warn about occurrences of x - x
that are not properly defined.
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In principle, all System symbols are defined so that one might formulate conditions on x_
- x_ :> 0 using what follows from the definition. The problem are the undefined symbols
that the user generates. Since all System and known package symbols generally are
Protected, I wrote the NonAttributedSymbols routine to find the user symbols - and using
this knowledge the user might introduce a $PreRead to warn about occurrences of x - x
that are not properly defined.
? NonAttributedSymbols

NonAttributedSymbols@exprD gives the

symbols x in expr for which Attributes@xD === 8<

NonAttributedSymbols@Hold@f@InfinityD - f@InfinityDDD

Attributes ::ssle :

Symbol , string , or HoldPattern @symbol D expected at position

8f<

1 in Attributes@¥D. 

NonAttributedSymbols@Hold@Random@Integer, nD - Random@Integer, nDDD
8n<

But is it really a fundamental problem by itself ? What about this:
f@InfinityD  f@InfinityD
1

There probably is a multitude of possible formal expressions that might require such
checking and warning, at least, if you follow that route. It is analytically simpler to know
that Objects will be taken as identical as long as they are undefined. If potential semantics
require a different approach then it is up to the user who entertains that semantics.

30
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Yes, quite true. In practice, when there are few rules you know what to expect but when
there are more rules then the order is relevant, and as a user you don’t know either the
rules nor their order. So you build up an experience as to what to expect. It will be useful
when the rule-book is made open source and that users can adapt and recompile.
In many cases it is easier to build up that experience and act from there then studying and
adapting such a rule-book, since the latter is likely to be complicated. My book on logic,
ALOE, Colignatus (2007), uses meta-formatted axioms for first order logic and a
generator to create all the combinations for actual replacement. Then the user must check
this process or the long list of created rules. It is optional to change the order, but only to
a limited extent (kinds of rules are created together and thus bunch up). The main point in
the discussion in the book is that transforming logical expressions by means of
replacement rules is tricky. I can usefully quote:
Quote

It turns out that Infer is not without a paradox. We can trace this paradox to the Ex Falso
Sequitur Quodlibet situation, or, that from a falsehood anything can be derived. It is
useful to be aware of this, for otherwise we might conclude that there is an error in our
InferenceMachine. The following is a crucial example.
 The following applies the transitivity of If:
(x Þ !x) ß (!x Þ x) /. Infer
Hx Þ xL
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% /. Infer
True

 While SelfImplication gives (now using //. rather than /.):
(x Þ !x) ß (!x Þ x) //. SelfImplication
HØ x ß xL

% //. InferAndOr
False

Unquote

Page 12 - 32
This discussion becomes too long. Fateman (1992) already is a sizeable discussion and
comments on it doubles the size of this paper. It suffices to stop here for the kind of
conclusions that I want to draw. However, there is this small exception:

This indeed gives a problem:
Integrate@x ^ n, xD
xn+1
n+1

% . n ® -1

Power ::infy : Infinite expression
ComplexInfinity

For pure numbers there is no problem:

1
0

encountered . 
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Table@x ^ n, 8n, -2, 2<D
:

1
2

x

,

1
x

, 1, x, x2 >

Integrate@ð, xD &  %
1
x2 x3
:- , logHxL, x, , >
2 3
x
Plot@%, 8x, -2, 2<D

4

2

-2

-1

1

-2

-4

This would be like derive:

Integrate@x ^ n, xD - 1  Hn + 1L
xn+1
n+1

-

1
n+1

Table@Limit@%, n ® mD, 8m, -2, 2<D
:

x-1
x

, logHxL, x - 1,

1
2

Ix2 - 1M,

1
3

Ix3 - 1M>

2
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Plot@%, 8x, -2, 2<D
4

2

-2

-1

1

2

-2

-4

PM. See however Colignatus (2009:91) for the redefinition of calculus by using dynamic
division // instead of limits. Log[x] is just shorthand for writing {(x^h - 1) // h, set h = 0},
and in the above h = n+1. The result in Derive is proper, even though there is an argument
that 1 / (n+1) is only an integration constant. It is not quite clear to me why the choice of
standard constant is determined by requiring the same outcome for x = 1 except that it
looks prettier and allows consistency with the Log, but there may be a deeper reason.

34
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Page 33, Fateman’s Conclusions

My conclusions
We have skipped page 12-32. Personally I would like to look deeper into them before
commenting. For what we have seen the discussion already was enlightening.
My hope is that the reader comes away with the notions: (1) that Fateman provides a
highly valuable review of Mathematica 2 and general points in computer algebra, still
relevant for Mathematica 7, (2) that some points may be a bit overdone but most points
are on target, (3) that Mathematica 7 has taken advantage of Fateman’s discussion, and
was and is a great achievement, (4) that computer algebra is an art that is not self-evident
and (5) that science and education are served with an open source computer algebra
system of similar quality as Mathematica.
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